Discover The Amazing New Golf Swing Correction That
Will Blast Your Tee Shot 30+ Yards Farther Than Ever
Before And Virtually Eliminate Your Number One
Problem That's Plaguing Your Game!
Your Buddies Will Be Amazed When Instead Of Coming Up Short You Blast Right
By Them Making Their Jaws Drop Hole After Hole After Hole!
Here's what's happening to ordinary Golfers all across the country right now when they first
discover their new super simple technique...
_________________________________________________
Pablo's photo goes here
"Jaacob's work is great. It's pretty straight forward. There are no magical tricks and it doesn't
mess with your golf swing. If you follow his advices, you will drive it further."
— Pablo Martin, 3-Time European Tour Winner, Increased Max Swing Speed from 119 mph to
128 mph

_________________________________________________
Gary's Photo here
"Working with Jaacob's swing speed training programs I increased my speed by 12 miles per
hour in one month. The game is a lot more fun with the driving distances I'm hitting them. Now
I'm reaching greens in two more often. Swing speed training really works."
— Gary S, Premier Member

_________________________________________________

His photo goes here
"When I first started the swing speed training I was very skeptical it would do anything for me
because I was already swinging at speeds close to 130 mph. But I wanted to get to the next
level and be able to compete in Long Drive Events. So I gave it a try. I gained 13 mph in just one
month of the basic swing speed training.
— 24 Years Old, Premier Member

_________________________________________________

This Is The Technique That Anyone Can Master And Allows Even Older
Or Out Of Shape Golfers To launch Long Ball Drives Further Down The
Fairway Than They Ever Dreamed Possible And Become The Envy Of
All Their Golfing Buddies!

Hello fellow golf enthusiast,
my name is Jaacob Bowden, and I have something that I just have to get off my chest and it's
the real reason that I:
Won the Pinnacle Distance Challenge with a TV televised drive of 381 yards
Hit a documented grid-record 421-yard blast at a RE/MAX World Long Drive Qualifier
Am the Official Swing Speed Trainer on the eGolf Professional Tour
Taught more than 5.500 customers how to add distance, and on average, they gained
30.4 yards in less than 30 days
Was a personal protégé of Dan Shauger who taught me the swing of and introduced
me to the late Mike Austin, who holds the Guiness Book Of World Records entry for the
longest drive in the history of golf with 515 yards, with a persimmon (wooden) driver!
Am the author of a No.1 bestselling golf eBook on Amazon
I'm Going To Spill The Beans And Allow You Access To The Mysterious 1% Change That
Will Give You 99% of The Results You've Been Searching For All This Time

Are You Ready......

You're Going To Discover How To Master Swing Speed!
Swing speed is the one thing you can improve upon the fastest regardless of age and it
doesn't even matter whether you're athletic or not.

With Swing Speed On Your Side You'll Have Tee Shots Hitting
Distances That Will Have Everyone Standing Up And Taking
Notice!
When You hear all the world's top golfers talk about something all the time you know it
has to be something important.
Well, some call it club speed and some call it swing speed, but as everyone knows it's a
super hot topic amongst the Pro's!
Your chart below shows you exactly why all of the best guys are always wanting more
swing speed. This graphic shows how fast people swing and what the average carry
distance (how far the ball flies before it first touches the ground) is:
Put 1st chart here:
Now let's take a look at some super interesting and specific numbers.
Put 2nd chart here:

So, as you can see the more swing speed you get, the longer your drives will be.
And: Despite what many teaching Pro's, and even Tiger believe, yes, you can actually discover
the technique that will increase your swing speed easily at any age!

But... those guys are all super-fit. Do I have to be as fit as Tiger
or Camilo Villegas to increase my swing speed?
Put images of fit and fat Golfers here
No, absolutely not. Just look at Camilo Villegas and John Daly. Camilo is one of the fittest
players on tour. John is, well, not, but he still outdrives Camilo by a solid 4 mph.

None of those things really matter. Once you gain access to the top technique
long ball champions use you're going to have amazing success just like these
ordinary folks...
"Dear Mr. Bowden, I have purchased your program and after only two weeks. I am 65 years old
and before starting your program my average speed was between 85 and 88. I am now
averaging 88 to 91 ....But..I have recorded one swing at 99 mph and the ball was out or
sight.....WOW. I have recorded 4 drives on the course of 260 to 280....yes I said 280. It was a
feat but my buddies are already talking about making me tee off the blue tees."
- Bob L, 65 years old
"The video on ... is the most effective instruction I've ever had!! I'm 72 y/o and have never
known my swing until now. I used to shoot low, now and then,but quit for 15 yrs. Last year I
started again and could not break 95 until this very informative video. Now, I'm scoring in the
low 80's or better from the intermediate tees.(I also have had back surgery for spinal stenosis)
Thanks for a great lesson."
- Wilbur H, 72 years old
"I have been into your teaching for a about 5 weeks have gained 30 yards... I am in my 60s."
- Stanley T, 62 years old

Yes, I chose these specific testimonies because these guys are all well over 60,
but we literally have hundreds of real testimonials, from 12 years olds to guys in
their late 80s, with handicaps from 30+ all the way to Pro.
On average, all my students constantly add 12-16 mph of driver swing speed and 30-40 yards to
their drives in their first month in just 10 minutes twice per week. Yes, those are fast results, but
those are just the averages.
Quite a few people, like one gentleman who is over 58 years old actually gained over 30 mph,
which translates to an astounding 75 yards in greater distance!
I could go on and on and tell you about more of the thousands of long driving customers from
around the globe that have already achieved these gains in distance with little to no work on their
part at all.

But first let's answer the #1 question everyone always wants to know....

Do I have to change my Golf Swing?
The Answer is...
Absolutely not. The Swingman Golf Training System consist merely of a few very subtle changes
in technique, where you simply make small adjustments to your warm up and training. All stuff
that you can easily do in 10 minutes only twice a week.

With Almost No Time Or Effort On Your Part Just Look At The Benefits
You'll Receive:
You'll discover how to greatly improve your balance so you can stop taking those embarrassing
mile-long divots that you never indented
You'll amaze at the coordination training that will have your timing ticking like clockwork
Never again will you have to fear slices and hooks when you finally uncover the insights of "Club
Awareness"
Start reaching more Par 4's and even Par 5's in 2, and put an end to losing strokes and falling
back around the green
You'll have far more straightforward short iron approach shots & reach many more greens in
regulation!

WHAT THE SWING MAN GOLF SYSTEM IS:
It's a simple and clear system of instructions, that took me more than 10 years of dedication,
trial and error and sweating, so you don't have too. With the one goal of perfecting the
technique of rapidly gaining super swing speed that could then easily be taught to any golfer at
any level regardless of their age or experience.

WHAT THE SWING MAN GOLF SYSTEM IS NOT:

This is NOT a DVD that comes by mail in a few weeks, when you have forgotten that you even
ordered it, and that's outdated within a few months.
It's a living and breathing online membership system, that constantly gets updated, and is
always immediately accessible wherever you are even when you're traveling for business,
vacation or retirement. No matter where you are it's always right there when you need it.

This is not some crazy way to try and sell you a bunch of golf gadgets you really don't need and
that only end up in a garage sale somewhere. Everything you need to perfect this system you
already have.
This is not one of those ultra boring workout routines that has you driving to the gym and
spending hours on useless movements that never really translate to golf anyway. This is the
one thing you can do in only 10 minutes just twice a week.

This whole guarantee section goes into some kind of a killer looking breakout box
It sometimes feels like the golfing community is the very last bastion of real gentlemen, a secret
brotherhood where politeness, honor and effort still really mean something, classic, even a bit
old fashioned, but in the best possible way.
I really like that about our beloved game, and in keeping with that high standard, and after
more than 5,500 satisfied customers, I am so confident in my system, that I am giving you a
whole bunch of guarantees:

MY GUARANTEES TO YOU:
Personal Support Guarantee: I want YOU to get those gains. And if you do as described
and it doesn't work for you, I will take you by the hand and work with you personally via phone
or Skype until you get it. Trust me, you are not alone in this.

Money-back Guarantee: If you then do as instructed, and you still do not get results
comparable to all the other customers, I'll be happy to refund your money after 30 days.

Satisfaction Guarantee: And, even if you do get the results, but for some other reason, you
are still not satisfied after 30 days, I will still refund your money. As simple as that.

30 yards in 30 days Guarantee: On average, my student gain 30 yards in 30 days or more.
Depending on where you start, you should easily be able to get those gains too, if you do as
instructed 2 times a week 10 minutes at a time for 4 weeks. As for the guys who are already
super long drivers that I get every other month, I will be happy to honor this guarantee for you
guys too. Even if you only went from 340 to 360 yards, If you don't get the distance I'll give you
your money back too simple as that.
End Break out Box

It’s Never Been Easier to Take Your
Golf Game to a Whole New Level!
When You Obtain Your Instant Access Today Here's What
You'll Get:
Put video collage image here
You will instantly be connected to the #1 Swing Speed Program in the World!
Seconds after registration you will get your member login for unlimited 24/7 access to Swing
Man Golf and it's unparalleled Swing Speed Program. You'll have global access so no matter
where you travel around the world it will be their when you need it.
You will get over 50 pages of super simple well laid out instructions, beautiful graphical guides
and short and easy to understand video content.
More than 60 minutes of simple and clear, easy to follow audio-visual Instructions.
Over 125 pictures showing you all various positions and techniques of the golf swing.
Access to a highly reputable Club Maker & Fitter Locator Tool.
FREE unlimited access to all future content and updates.
20% OFF on ALL in-person Golf Instruction Training with Jaacob.
Personal, unlimited access to me, for any questions you might have during the whole process.
World class customer service and MUCH MORE!

And, When You Enroll By November 25th, 2013 You Get The Following
3 Special Bonuses Absolutely Free!
BONUS #1: The Secrets of Mike Austin’s 515-yard Drive

BONUS #2: The Secret Shortcuts Of The Pro's That Will Dramatically Lower Scores
BONUS #3: The Equipment Strategies That Will Finally Have Your Clubs Doing The Work For
You

As Soon As You Gain Your Instant Access You'll Start Loving Your Long Ball Shot's
More Than Mere Words Can Even Describe.

Yes Jaacob, I Want To Easily Add 30 Yards To My Long
Balls Risk Free Over The Next 30 Days

The copy Below goes into the top of the order box

Change Your Golf Game Forever..... Starting Today!

